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A S H E D  W I N T E R

Ashed Winter is an Modern Death Groove metal
band formed in 2018, releasing their debut EP
 "The Prophecy"
 In September 2020, laying the foundation for its
multiverse. 

This multiverse converges towards one and the same
point: the advent of the apocalypse. 

Thus, Ashed Winter gives the alert thanks to
philosophical texts denouncing the environmental
and social consequences that human madness can
generate by using nuclear weapons.

T H E  A S H E N  W I N T E R

The impact of political conflicts writes the history of our
world. 

 
However, the environmental and social consequences of

these conflicts can be described as "dramatic".
 

So, Ashed Winter wishes to transmit a message by
drawing inspiration from the cultures that our world has

been home to for billions of years. 
 

This text is thus a reminder that we are all human
beings who need each other to live together warmly,

sheltered from the darkness of an ashen winter.

S O C I A L S  N E T W O R K  

INSTAGRAM
@ashed_winter

FACEBOOK
/ashedwinter

+300
Followers

+900
Followers

C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S  

Grégory - Bassist
+33 6 46 00 16 88 
barbero.gregory@icloud.com 

Quentin - Manager
+33 6 16 68 89 76
quentin.cuello@hotmail.com 

https://ashed-winter.com/



"ASHED WINTER or the marriage between old
school Death Metal and modern Thrash.
With this first EP, this young French band wants
to make a mark with a brutal metal made to
break some ribs in the pit." 
Rather dark lyrics, typical of the genre, have as a
feature death ("Mass Suicide"), the essentially
nihilistic perception of society ("Eternal
Warfare", my favorite), leaving us with a rather
pessimistic vision of our society and the future
that awaits it.
These statements are pushed to the extreme
through the artwork of the cover: the apocalypse
that will soon fall on us bringing our destruction
despite our protections."
BGPMUSIC LIVE
https://www.bgpmusiclive.com/post/ashed-winter-chronik-de-the-
prophecy

"The enlightened listener will be able to recognize a
kind of "melodic trash death metal". The neophyte
will be able to appreciate, as for him, a "brutal"
music with fast rhythmic and gutural singing, carried
by melodies fed by influences as diverse as varied,
from oriental music to Nordic sounds. "What we do
remains very eclectic"

The common thread lies in the theme that the
Roannais explore. By placing their songs in a post-
apocalyptic context, they unveil an imagery full of
metaphors and take advantage of it to talk about
philosophy and human sciences. "It's a theme we all
liked and we thought it wasn't done that much..."
Le Pays
https://www.le-pays.fr/roanne-42300/loisirs/les-melodies-brutales-d-ashed-
winter_13856217/

EP - The prophecy

Single - We won't Fall

The band is preparing its new album, the advent of a project, the association of various cultures of the world
in a single album, Sitar, Derbouka, Panpipes, Violin, the ear of the listener will be able to appreciate these

flavors of other lands and other times, while enjoying a casual death metal, poignant riffs, own to the group,
exotic rhythmic plans and strong lyrics always as committed.

 
Illusion of knowledge, much more lethal than ignorance

leads us towards division, instead of collaboration.
 

Illusion of knowledge, much more lethal than ignorance 
leads us towards division, instead of collaboration.



2018
30/11 – ft. Korrosiah at Local bikers – Roanne 

2019
09/02 – ft. Mithridatic/Mythark/Prismeria/Sharked/Broken Down at Metal Fest Winter Blast – St Etienne 

18/05 – ft. IceRoom/Benjamin Biesse/Sat One at Le Platinum – St Polgues 
14/06 – ft. Mythark at Local bikers – Roanne 

19/09 – ft. Sin of wrath/MSSTT at Rock N Eat – Lyon 
12/10 – ft. Mach Stem Effect/Bad Whispers/Les voisins de Bornibus/Collective Hysteria at Le Platinum – St Polgues 

18/10 – ft Sat One at Local Bikers – Roanne 

2020
21/08 at In Extremis Vol 3 – Trézioux 

2021
31/07 – ft Stortregn/Murge at Blood Empire Fest III – Saint Bonnet-le-Courreau 

07/08 – ft Strivers at Monster’S Art – Fréjus 
14/08 – ft Leipzig at Brasserie Ouroboros – Freycenet-La-Tour 

01/10 – ft Mind Imperium at Rock N Eat – Lyon 
22/10 – ft Leipzig at Local Bikers – Roanne 

30/10 – ft Mind Imperium at La Gueule Noire – Saint Etienne 
11/12 – ft Darjeeling Opium/Thanks for the War at Le KJB – Montpellier 

2022
04/02 – ft Darjeeling Opium/One burning Match at BXL – Roanne 

11/03 – ft Warside/Deathawaits at Le Chorus – Aubière 
12/03– ft Warside/Stortregn at Le Brin de Zinc – Barberaz 

20/04 – ft Prophetic Scourge/Tempt Fate at Rock N Eat – Lyon 
23/04 at Désordre Rural – Haute-loire 

29/05 – ft Heart Attack Genocide/Les Voisins de Bornibus/Strivers/Kamizol-K/Barrakuda at Polguestergeist 2 – Saint Polgues 
11/06 at Entremeslaines – Grenoble 

22/10 – ft Mind Imperium/Strivers at Le Farmer – Lyon 
03/12 – ft Deathawaits/Gorod/Benighted at Le fil – St-Étienne 



The group has been advancing alone for years,
making mistakes and successes, forging its
knowledge of the music world little by little.

Today, in his development process, he needs
trustworthy partners, a structure that
understands his artistic universe.

Bringing him support and support to the
development of this universe:

The group wishes to increase its presence on
the French and European musical scene in a
first time.

It also wishes to increase its presence on the
social networks, major actors of the current
music.

To develop its physical phonographic
distribution as well as its access to various
playlists of the major music streaming
companies.

The production and distribution of derivative
products in its image, respecting its convictions,
during performances and at authorized
retailers. (Impéricon, Rock à gogo, etc..).

The conception and the realization of the
scenographic visual, the group puts a point of
honor to the expression "to see a concert".


